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Background

Public health ethics (+ practice + policy) promises a re-broadening of 

bioethics, fulfilling original mandate to population and environmental 

health, and overcoming “damaging preoccupation” with autonomy and 
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health, and overcoming “damaging preoccupation” with autonomy and 

justice within states

Public engagement promises to establish a partnership with 

government, in which the public actively engages in the policy-making 

process



Today’s workshop

1. Introduction

2. Distinguish public health ethics from bioethics [10 min.]

3. Define public engagement [10 min.]
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3. Define public engagement [10 min.]

4. Explore two cases – CANPREP & CSBE [15 min.]

5. Group discussion [25 min.]

6. Success factors for effective public engagement [10 min.]

7. Group discussion - How public engagement can be tailored to your 
professional activities? [20 min.]

8. Conclusion



Who are we?
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NCCHPP [www.ncchpp.ca]
One of six National Collaborating Centres established by the Public Health 
Agency of Canada

Support the efforts of the Canadian public health community in promoting 
healthy public policy through more informed strategies
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healthy public policy through more informed strategies

Themes
Impacts of public policies on the health of the population

Strategies to influence public policies

Knowledge translation methodologies



Different topics

The 6 National Collaborating Centres for Public Health
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Different topics

Different institutions

Collective projects



Who are you?
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Who are you?



Public health ethics

vs.
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vs.

Bioethics



Why is public health ethics distinctive?

� Public health is a collective good

� Public health has a particular focus on prevention

� Public health generally requires government action
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� Public health generally requires government action

� Public health is intrinsically utilitarian/consequentialist



Dimensions of Public Health Ethics

Ethics in Public Health

• Moral goals and implications of public health activities (particularly in 

relation to trade-offs between collective goods and individual interests, 

and with other goals) 

Ethics of Public HealthEthics of Public Health

• Professional focus, especially virtues to foster trust placed in officials to 

act for the public good

Ethics for Public Health

• Overriding value of healthy communities, pragmatic advocacy for 

vulnerable populations
(Gostin, 2001)



Bioethics
… has become “stale & tedious” and has no future in its present form

Public health ethics
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Public health ethics
… is a “means to an invigorated, richer and socially-engaged bioethics”

(Dawson, 2010)



e.g. Varying priorities during Katrina

- Hospitals: most critically ill patients first

- Firefighters: least ill patients first and most ill later

- Helicopter Pilots: pregnant women and babies



Historical Roots of Public Health

• State intervention and 

health paternalism

– Authoritarian, even coercive, 

enforcement

– Goals: protect common good, 

promote utility

• Progressive Social Reform 

Movements

– Mitigate worst consequences 

of industrial revolution

– Goals: protect inherent 

value/dignity of all, promote promote utility value/dignity of all, promote 

equity

� Reactions to real or perceived infectious disease threats



Renewed interest in public health

Public health “crises”

– Tainted blood

– BSE

– e coli outbreaks

– Living conditions of 

Growing concerns

– Value of universal health care

– Persistent health inequities 

according to class, race, 

gender

– Genetic screening, bio-banks, 
– Living conditions of 

indigenous communities 

– H5N1, XDR-TB, SARS, H1N1

– Genetic screening, bio-banks, 

commercialization (e.g., HPV 

vaccine)



• Proliferation of publishing in last 10 years

• Increased teaching in schools of PH 

• International symposia, journals, books

• APHA Code of Ethics, 2002

• Pandemic Ethics

Renewed Interest in PH Ethics

• Pandemic Ethics

• Global Health Ethics

• Nuffield Council (UK): Ethical Issues, 2007

= new policy and professional standards



Emerging Policy Standards

“Ethical Governance”

• Requires that policy-making process be:

– Fair, Equitable, Transparent & Accountable

• Encourages that policies be explicitly values- based, and that policy-makers 

account for the impact of their decisions, especially on:account for the impact of their decisions, especially on:

– Equity, Solidarity & Social Justice
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e.g., Quebec PH Law 2001 & PHE Committee; Qc CSBE Ethics Bureau; WHO Euro 

Health for All Update, 2005



Emerging Professional Standards

"Public Health Ethics”

• PHAC Core Competencies for Public Health in Canada (2007) requires 

practitioners to:

– “Utilize public health ethics to manage self, others, information and 

resources” (Leadership section 7.3)

• Quebec Public Health Program (2003-2013) requires practitioners to:

– Develop their “ethical expertise” so as to integrate “values and ethical – Develop their “ethical expertise” so as to integrate “values and ethical 

principles into the exercise of each of the public health functions”

(Section 3)
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Health Ethics Spectrum

Clinical ------------ Public

Medical ethics

• Context: fiduciary responsibility 

of clinician in therapeutic 

contract with patient, legitimized 

by informed consent of patient

• Pattern of practice: patient seeks 

Public health ethics

• Context: contract is with society 

as a whole, legitimized by policies 

and law of government

• Pattern of practice: patient • Pattern of practice: patient seeks 

out clinician, may accept or reject 

advice

• Pattern of practice: patient 

sought by PH practitioner, may 

not be able to refuse advice



Examples of Frameworks for PHE

• Kass (2001)

– What goals can be achieved?

– Will the intervention be effective in 

achieving those goals?

• Barbera et al (2001)

– Reasonable (risk)

– Favourable 

(cost benefit analysis

– Feasible (effectiveness)
– What are the known and potential 

burdens?

– Can the burdens be minimized? Are 

there alternative approaches?

– Can the intervention be 

implemented fairly?

– How can the benefits and burdens of 

the intervention be fairly balanced?

– Feasible (effectiveness)

• Childress et al (2002)

– Effectiveness

– Proportionality

– Necessity

– Least infringement

– Public justification



• Upshur (2002)

– Harm Principle

– Least restrictive means

– Reciprocity

– Transparency

• JCB (2003)

– Individual Liberty 

– Public Protection from harm

– Proportionality

– Reciprocity

– Trust

Examples of Frameworks for PHE

• Buse (2003)

– Representative 

– Transparent

– Accountable 

– Equitable 

– Trust

– Privacy

– Duty to provide care

– Equity

– Solidarity

– Stewardship

– + Fair Procedure = Reasonable, 
Transparent, Inclusive, Responsive, 
Accountable



Selected Principles
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A core challenge from public health ethics
Recognize and make relevant the interdependence of autonomy, 
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Recognize and make relevant the interdependence of autonomy, 
relationality, and community trust



a form of personal liberty of action 

where the individual determines his or her 

course of action in accordance with a plan 

chosen by him or herself

From autonomy…

chosen by him or herself

Contemporary liberal theory has yet to take account of the fact that men are not 

mushrooms.” Susan Moller Okin



Agency is not isolated, 

but inherently relational

…To relationality

Victims and vectors

“Infectious disease reminds us that we are related in our vulnerability.” Leslie Francis



eg: Cdn PanFlu Plan (2006)
Goals
• “To minimize morbidity and mortality and to 

minimize societal disruption”

Principles
1. Protect and promote the public's health
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1. Protect and promote the public's health
2. Ensure equity and distributive justice
3. Respect the inherent dignity of all persons
4. Use the least restrictive means
5. Optimize the risk/benefit ratio
6. Work with transparency and accountability



Public Engagement



Public Engagement

And why are we doing this?!And why are we doing this?!And why are we doing this?!And why are we doing this?!
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Public Engagement



Why engage the public?

� A mean to democratize policy-making

� A mean to ensure procedural and substantive transparency

� A mean to raise awareness, inform and/or educate the public
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� A mean to empower the public

� A mean to inform policy-making in context of social and ethical dilemmas

� A mean to find innovative and durable solutions to solve collective problems



Who is the “public”?

� Not a monolithic entity, context dependent

Narrow vs all inclusive definitions
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� Narrow vs all inclusive definitions

� Citizens, elected officials, patients, services users, NGOs, and other 
stakeholders

� Variations in power, legitimacy, and urgency (i.e., desire to participate)



Engagement

•A relation based on partnership with 

government, in which the public actively 

engages in the policy-making process

•Efforts to correct past failures, re-establish 

trust between the public and government

•A two-way relation in which the public 

What does ‘engagement mean?
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Consultation

•A two-way relation in which the public 

provides feedback to government

•Past experiences have produced cynicism 

and distrust

Information
•A one-way relation in which government 

produces and delivers information for use by 

the public

*Inspired by OECD (2001). Engaging citizens in policy-making: Information, consultation, and public 
participation. PUMA Policy Brief no.10, Online [http://www.oecd.org/dataoecd/24/34/2384040.pdf]
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Citizen juries

Consensus 

conferences

Planning cells

Charettes

21st Century Town 

Hall Meetings

Community Health 

Impact Assessment

Deliberative mappings

Public 

engagement 
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Citizen juries

Scenario workshops

Deliberative polls

Citizen panels

McMaster Health 

Forum

engagement 

mechanisms

Open space 

technologies



What do they have in common?

Composition

- Members of the public with different backgrounds, interests, and values

Process

- Participants receive and exchange information (e.g., background material - Participants receive and exchange information (e.g., background material 
distributed to participants and expert testimonies)

- Participants listen, learn, and potentially persuade each other

Expected outcome

- Participants come to more reasoned, informed, and public-spirited 
judgments 
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CanPREP Methodology

• Stakeholder engagement

• Research partnerships• Research partnerships

• Ethical TheoryApplied Ethics

• Public engagement

� Town hall forum (x3)

� National public telephone survey (x2)

� Online health care worker survey

� Focus groups



CanPREP Public Engagement Objectives
Examine legitimacy of ethical frameworks for pandemic influenza planning by 

soliciting public perspectives on four key ethical challengessoliciting public perspectives on four key ethical challenges

– Restrictive Measures

– Duty to Care

– Priority Setting

– Global Governance & Obligations



CanPREP Town Halls

Events

• One day in each of Vancouver 

(Sept 08), Winnipeg (Feb 09), Saint 

John (May 09)

• Total N=69

• 4 issues, 4 unfolding scenarios

Select findings

• vulnerable populations

• public vs private goods

• role of public engagement and 

deliberation deeply felt to be 

significant



Town Hall Recruitment Ad
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Aims of public engagement

To observe & capture the process of group deliberation around ethical issues 
in pandemic influenza planning, in a safe and open spacein pandemic influenza planning, in a safe and open space

• Capture range of opinions

• Probe reasoning behind specific beliefs/positions

• Create a respectful environment

• Engaging people as “citizens”, not as policy-makers, health professionals

• Only seek a decision (not necessarily collectively) at the very end of 
process



The Consultation forum of Quebec’s Health 
and Welfare Commissioner
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The Consultation forum of Quebec’s Health 
and Welfare Commissioner



Quebec’s Health and Welfare Commissioner

Created in 2005 with the mandate to:

• Assess
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• Assess

• Consult

• Inform

• Recommend



The Consultation Forum

Created in 2008 with the mandate to formulate opinions on:

• Health system performance
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• Health system performance

• Social and ethical dilemmas

• Citizens’ rights and responsibilities



The Consultation Forum (cont’d)

Composed of 18 citizens and 9 experts appointed for a 3-year mandate, 

and meeting 4 times/year, each meeting lasting 2 days

• One citizen is selected from each of the 18 regions in Quebec
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• One citizen is selected from each of the 18 regions in Quebec

• Each expert have a specific expertise related to health and social 
services (e.g., physician, nurse, social worker, ethicist, law 
professor, expert in health technologies, manager, etc.) 



Consultation on the ethical challenges of 

prenatal screening for Down Syndrome

- Literature review (Jan-2008)

- Call for position papers (February-March 2008)
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- Call for position papers (February-March 2008)

- Hearings (April-May 2008)

- Online consultation (June 2008)

- Consultation Forum (June & September 2008)

- As a society, what do we want to avoid, preserve, and promote?



Group discussion
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What role(s) should play the public to inform 

ethically challenging public health policies?
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ethically challenging public health policies?



What are the circumstances that facilitate 

meaningful public engagement?
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meaningful public engagement?



What should we do when science is not 

consistent with prevailing public views
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consistent with prevailing public views

regarding a public health issue?



Are there circumstances in which public views or 

prevailing public attitudes should be given 

greater consideration than what the science of 
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greater consideration than what the science of 

the day has to offer? 



Are there circumstances in which public views or 

prevailing public attitudes should not be given 

greater consideration than what the science of 
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greater consideration than what the science of 

the day has to offer? 



Success factors for effective 

public engagement
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public engagement
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Create and support an ‘expertise space’ fit for the 
public (i.e., a space that makes the best use of 

their time and knowledge) see Davies et al. 2005



Don’t create false expectations… 

Clarify the roles and mandates.
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Make sure that the group is representative and diversified… 

and that everyone has the opportunity to participate meaningfully!
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Make sure that participants have access to all the resources they need to 
participate meaningfully (e.g., information, time, $, logistics).
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Hope for the best, plan for the worst… Think about a conflict resolution 
strategy or a strategy to reach consensus (if necessary).
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Clearly explain early on how their input will be used, and have a 
strategy to provide feedbacks to participants.
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Evaluate your public engagement practices!



Tailoring public engagement to 

your professional activities
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your professional activities



What are the challenges to engage the public in 

your professional activities?
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your professional activities?



What support, resources, and access to expertise

do you need to engage the public in your 
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do you need to engage the public in your 

professional activities?



Conclusions
1. Public health ethics is integral to population level health 

protection and policy

2. The assumption of shared core values and virtues may be 
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2. The assumption of shared core values and virtues may be 
misguided

3. Public engagement strategies, diverse and increasingly 
required, can be powerful if they are carefully tailored



You’re interested in this topic? 
Visit us at www.ncchpp.ca for more resources 

on public health ethics.
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